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Room Temperature Photoluminescence of Er-Doped Porous Silicon at l.54pm

Tadamasa KIMURA, Akinori YOKOI, Hisakazu HORIGUCIII, Riyo IKEDA,
Riichiro SAITO and Ahnobu SATO*

University of ElectreCommunications, 1-5-1 Chofugaoka,

:l:ji-li: ;-"jli-L:?',lilJ,L,to-ku, rokyo l'b, Japan

Porous silicon layers 9f - 10, pm thickness are unifotorly doped with Er ions at a density
more than 101e/cm3 blf q"-electro-chemical method utd aointense ptt"t"i"*inescence at
!-!!F^ due to intra-4i-shell transition of Er ions is observeJ at room temperature. The
1,,54 p'm.luminescetg,g intensity is related with the peak photoluminescence^*"nelength-;i
the starting porous silicoT layeis and becomes maxi*r- qf O.S pm. This result suggesti tfrrl
the electron-hole recombination ene{gy of poroqp silicon layers excite the 4f shel'i"electrons
flom the grould (nltul_r)1o the thirdlxcitid (nInp) states.'This is ttre ieast;}o;th;;;;i
thermal quenching and the intense room temperature luminescence at !.54 ptm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth (RE) doped semiconductors are known
to show sharp and thermally stable luminescencel).
Among various combinations of RE ions and host
semiconductors, Er-doped silicon is very attractive,
since it illuminates at t.S+ pmdue to Er intra-4f-sheli
transition from alnp (first excited state) to- al6p
(ground state) and may be used for silicon based op-
toelectronic devicesz). Th" main problem of Er-doped
silicon is its low emission efficiency at room tempera-
ture due to la^rge thermal quenching. It is also difftcult
to incorporate high density of E1 ions (> 101e/cm3)
deep into silicon to attain a sufficient iuminescence
intensity.

It has been shown that the thermal quenching is
reduced by using wide-gap host semiconductorss). It
has also been shown tha[ the incorporation of oxy-
gen increases significantly the emisiion intensity bf
Er-related luminescence at 1,.54 prrf-6).

We have developed a electro-chemical method
fg^lngorp_orating Er ions into porous silicon layers
(PSLs). E.-rll{ are incorporated almost unifor-rnly
into pores of PSLs and by annealing in the Ar f 02 ai-
m,o;phere., Er ions are taken into ninostructuie crys-
talline silicon and are oxidized at the same time. The
obtained Er-doped PSLs show a strong illumination
at 1.54 p,m at room temperature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Porous silicon layers (PSLs) are formed by anodic
etching of Czochralski-grown p-type Si (100)-(several

9-.-) substrate surfaces in a-4GTo HF/H2o'solotio.r.
After rinsed with pure water, PSLs aie immersed in
ErCl3/ethanol solution and are negatively biased rel-
ative to a counter platinum electrode to draw Er3+
ions inside pores of PSLs by the electric field. After

the Er incorporation process, samples are annealed
at high temperatures (900 - 1800"e) for B0 sec in a
20% O2lAr atmospheie using a lamp furnace. pL
measurements are gerformed.by illuminating samples
*i1\ Ar laser li_g-ht (514.S +*). The luminesi"rr"uiig-
nal is monitored _gqing a singie-grating monochroma-
tor (Jobin-Yvon Hmt0) and'a iooled-germanium pin
photodiode.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

,^_-{r^S,.L shows secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) depth profiles of Er and C atoms in a ?SL.
The thickness of this PSL is about Lt pm measured
from the scanning electron micro scope isptrrt) obser-
vation. It is shown that Er atoms are incorporated ar-
most.unif"t$V over the entire PSL at eT i 101e/cm3.

The total amount of Er ions incorporated into the
PSL corresqoSds to about Ill0 of the total charge
flow to the PSL during the Er-doping process (assum-
ing Er3+ rgll). C atoms are found to Le incoriorated
over the PSL at more than one order of maenitude
higher densities than Er atoms and the most"of the
charge flow is ascribed to C-related ions.
.__{iS.Z shows the change in the photoluminescence
(PL) spectra g{ Er-dopid fSls 

-against 
annealing

temperature. The Er-related L.Ea 1tm luminescence
!,egfns to grow above 1240 'C. As shown in the inserr,
the luminescence from the PSL is observed after this
\iSIr temperature annealing, though the spectium is
slightly changed. Note that neithei the L.i4pmlumi-
nescence nor the luminescence from PSLs is'observed
when the samples are annealed in a pure Ar atmo
sphere.

_ _ Fig.3_sho'ws the temperature dependence of the
l^,54 p,m lunqlepcence. Different from Er-doped pure
si crystal whi_ch shows a strong__thermal q,r.tr"hittg
a.bove ,'., 100K .our Er_-doped PELs show lriry smafi
thermal quenching and stiong luminescence ,t ,oo-
temperature.
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Fig.1: SIMS depth profiles of Er and C atoms
in an electrocehmically Er-doped PSI,.
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Fig.2: Change in the photoluminescence
spectra around 1.54 pm of an Er-doped
PSL with increasing annealing temperature
in Ar/O2 atmosphere.
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Fig.3: Temperature dependence of the Er-
related 1.54 ptm luminescence.
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Fig.4: Fluorescence decay of the Er-related
L.54 p,mluminescence at room temperature.

Fig.4 shows the fluorescence decay of the L.54 ptm
at room temperature. A fast initial decay with an
elponential decay t_i*g of 0.8 ., 1 ms is followed by
the main decay with the decay time of about 1g ms.
The latter decay time is comparable to Er ions in
semiconductors at low temperatures where no ther-
mal quenching is observed.

The interesting and important results related with
the excitation mechanism is the dependence of the
lr5! Um luminescence intensity on the PL spectrum
of the starting PSLs. PSLs of difierent PL spectra are
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prepaxed by changing the anodic conditions, and then
the same Er-doping and annealing processes are given
to them. Fig. 5 shows the intensity of the 1.54 pm
luprnescen_ce against the peak energy of the starting
PSLs. In the insert are shown the PL spectra of the
sta.rting PSLs. The intensity of the 1.54 p,mlumines-
cence becomes maximum at the PSL peak wavelength
of ., 0.8 pm and decreases rapidly on both sides. This
result clearly indicates that 1) Er ions are excited by
_energ_y transfer from PSLs and not directly with Ar
laser light a nd that 2) Er intra-4/ shell is exlited from
the ground state alrcp to possibly the third excited
state nlrp as shown in Fig.6. With this three-level
excitation and relaxation system, the energy bacldow
from Er ions to host PSLs is suppressed. This may
be the rea^son for the small thermil quenching of th!
Er-related 1.54 pm luminescence.
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Fig.6: Three-level excitation and relaxation
of Er-doped porous silicon layers with a peak
wavelength at .' 0.8 pm.
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Fig.5: The 1.54 ;rm Er-related emission ver-
sus peak PL energy of the starting PSLs.

In conclusion, Er ions a1^e.easily incorporated deep
into PSLs at more than 101e/cm3-by eleitro.chemicil
method. Intense room luminescence at 1.54 pm is ob-
tained after annealing at 1300 oC in an oxygen con-
tqinlng atmosphere. By adjusting the PL sfectrum
of the starting host PSL, Cffective excitation of Er
ions with small thermal quenching is obtained. This
method may be useful to form Si-based optoelectronic
devices.
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